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In the past 10 years many intervention studies have tried to define the optimal dose of inhaled corticosteroids in the treatment of patients with mild or moderate asthma. In all but the largest studies it has been very difficult to show a dose related effect on common outcome parameters such as symptoms and lung function. Relevant differences not only in end-parameters but also in study designs, and patient selections have made it difficult to compare individual study results. Despite the confusions, guideline committees and leading scientists have tried to advise clinicians about the dosage of inhaled corticosteroids that they should prescribe to their patients. It is not surprising that these advices still differ or are rather vague [1–3]. For the clinician many important questions remain: 1) when to start with an inhaled corticosteroid in patients with asthmatic symptoms; 2) is starting high and then stepping down with inhaled corticosteroids more efficacious than the step up method; 3) is there a real requirement for the monitoring of symptoms, lung function, or inflammation in order the maintain the best results in the treatment of patients?; and 4) once therapy is started, how long should it continue?

In this issue of the European Respiratory Journal (ERJ) two of these questions come closer to an answer: is an initial high dose (step down treatment) of an inhaled corticosteroid beneficial for patients with mild or moderate asthma; and, do clinicians have to start earlier with inhaled corticosteroids, i.e. at the moment that bronchial inflammation causes airway responsiveness without asthma like symptoms.

GERSHMAN et al. [4] report a study in which patients with asthma received treatment with a low (100 µg·day⁻¹) or a high dose (1,000 µg·day⁻¹) of fluticasone propionate (FP) 6 weeks followed by placebo for 3 weeks. All patients had asthma with markedly reduced lung function and had not used steroids for at least 6 weeks prior to the study. Outcome parameters included parameters of inflammation such as provocative concentration of methacholine causing a 20% fall in forced expiratory volume in one second (FEV₁; PC20), sputum eosinophil cationic protein (ECP), tryptase, and eosinophils, as well as the common parameters such as symptoms and lung function. Of the parameters, only the sputum eosinophils and salbutamol use for the relief of symptoms decreased more in the high dose group than in the low dose group. All other parameters showed no statistical differences between groups. After cessation of the active treatment, improvements in FEV₁ and PC20 quickly reversed in both groups, but the improvements in peak flow and tryptase persisted for at least 3 weeks. The current authors agree with GERSHMAN et al. [4] that the dose response effects were difficult to demonstrate because low dose FP was quite effective.

The lack of differences between groups in this study could be interpreted as a result opposing the step down method for starting with inhaled corticosteroids. When a group of steroid naive patients with asthma with clear symptoms and markedly reduced lung function no benefit has been shown of a 10-fold dose of FP there are no objective reasons to start with a high dose of inhaled corticosteroids in mild or moderate asthma. This view is compatible with some earlier studies investigating a start high approach. In a study conducted in Groningen, the Netherlands the investigators selected steroid naive patients with newly detected asthma from their General Practice [5]. Patients were selected because their symptoms and β-agonist use urged the general practitioner to prescribe inhaled corticosteroids according to the guidelines. Patients were treated with 100 or 400 µg budesonide b.i.d. for 4 weeks followed by 8 weeks of 200 µg budesonide o.d. In this study the high start approach over a fixed period was compared with a low dose treatment in a total of 84 patients. There were no differences between groups in the common outcome parameters such as symptoms, lung function and β-agonist use for the relief of symptoms. The study of GERSHMAN et al. [4] shows again that there is no hard evidence to advise clinicians to treat all their newly detected steroid naive patients with asthma with an initial high dose of inhaled corticosteroids. Only a few of these patients, and presumably merely the patients with severe asthma, will benefit from an initial high dose of inhaled corticosteroids. Furthermore, in the office of the busy clinician it is, unfortunately, highly probable that patients will be not tapered off from their dosage of inhaled corticosteroids.

There are now several studies making the point that delayed institution of inhaled steroids can negatively influence the maximal response obtained in adults and children with established disease [6–8]. The study by CONVEREY et al. [9], also published in this issue of the ERJ, addressed the problem of treating patients with inflammation without clear symptoms and signs of asthma. They selected subjects with airway responsiveness from an
epidemiological study. Subjects were asymptomatic and were not diagnosed as having asthma. They were steroid naive. A total of 52 subjects received 2,000 µg FP or placebo for a period of 6 weeks. Subjects were followed until 20 weeks after completion of the treatment phase. The study showed that over the 6 weeks there was a steadily increasing beneficial effect on the level of airway responsiveness from FP, but this was no longer evident 2 weeks after the treatment stopped. The consequences of the paper are not very easy to determine. Subjects without complaints and with normal lung function were selected on the basis of airways hyperresponsiveness. The latter was also the only parameter to improve with therapy. The relation of airways hyperresponsiveness to inflammation and, perhaps in this context more importantly, airways remodelling is less than clear. The first studies incorporating bronchial biopsies in the epidemiological setting of bronchial hyperresponsiveness have been started in order to further elucidate this point. From a clinical point of view, the authors are eagerly awaiting the results of studies looking at the effects of long term inhaled steroids (5 yrs) on lung function in very mild (or early?) asthmatics.

The findings in the studies by Gershman et al. [4] and Convery et al. [9] that the effects of inhaled steroids wear off very quickly, at least after short term therapy, are not new [10] but are certainly worth reiterating. It is important to realise that the time course of improvement in symptoms and lung function (days to weeks) is generally much quicker than the improvement in airway hyperresponsiveness. It has been shown that although the largest part of the improvement in hyperresponsiveness occurs within 3 months, further improvements can continue for at least 1 yr [11, 12]. Together, these results question the rationale of short bursts of inhaled steroids in all but the mildest cases. In the management of mild asthma this is a very important conclusion. Even patients with mild or presymptomatic asthma and airway responsiveness should when treated with inhaled corticosteroids, be monitored for a longer period of time and encouraged to continue their treatment in order to maintain the beneficial effect.

Finally, what tools should be used to monitor improvement and guide potential dose reduction or even cessation? Airways hyperresponsiveness seems to be a good parameter since it is amongst the first of the parameters to deteriorate after cessation of therapy. It has also been suggested to be a valuable addition in deciding upon doses of inhaled steroids [13]. However, it is not a very accessible tool for general practitioners and repeated monitoring of airways hyperresponsiveness, even in the clinical setting, is quite a task both for patients and for professionals. In day to day practice, the assessment of symptoms and perhaps peak flow will remain the most useful tools in monitoring patients with asthma.
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